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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two protocols does Cisco Prime Infrastructure use for device discovery? (Choose two.)
A. CDP
B. STP
C. LLDP
D. RARP
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Cisco Prime Infrastructure uses and enhances the discovery mechanisms by using protocols
such as ping, SNMP (v1, v2c, and v3), Cisco Discovery Protocol, Link Layer Discovery Protocol
(LLDP), and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) to discover the network automatically. This
section will focus on how best to configure the discovery settings once and to automate the
discovery, going forward.
You can add devices to Cisco Prime Infrastructure in one of the following ways:
* Use an automated process
* Discovery Settings
* Quick Discovery
* Import devices from a CSV file.
* Add devices manually by entering IP address and device credential information.
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/cloud-systems-management/prime-infras
tructure/guide-c07-736611.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is used in database information security to hide information?
A. Inheritance
B. Polymorphism
C. Polyinstantiation
D. Delegation
Answer: C
Explanation:
Polyinstantiation enables a relation to contain multiple tuples with the same primary keys with
each instance distinguished by a security level. When this information is inserted into a
database, lower-level subjects need to be restricted from this information.
Instead of just restricting access, another set of data is created to fool the lower-level subjects
into thinking that the information actually means something else.
Source: HARRIS, Shon, All-In-One CISSP Certification Exam Guide, McGrawHill/Osborne, 2002, chapter 11: Application and System Development (page 727).

NEW QUESTION: 3
The nurse who is caring for a client with pneumonia assesses that the client has become
increasingly irritable and restless. The nurse realizes that this is a result of:
A. Cerebral hypoxia
B. Prolonged bed rest
C. The client's maintaining a semi-Fowler position
D. IV fluids of 2.5-3 liters in 24 hours
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
(A) Maintaining bed rest helps to decrease the O2 needs of the tissues, which decreases
dyspnea and workload on the respiratory system. (B) The semi-Fowler or high-Fowler position
is necessary to aid in lessening pressure on the diaphragm from the abdominal organs, which
facilitates comfort and easier breathing patterns.
(C) Cerebral hypoxia causes the client with pneumonia to be increasingly irritable and restless
and results from the client not obtaining enough O2 to meet metabolic needs. (D) Proper
hydration facilitates liquefaction of mucus trapped in the bronchioles and alveoli and enhances
expectoration. Unless contraindicated, a reasonable amount of IV fluids to be administered is
at least 2.5-3 liters in a 24-hour period.
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